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PART II – CHAPTER FIVE 

DISPARKMENT AND THE MANAGEMENT OF DISPARKED PARKS 

Disparkment is a subject that has not attracted a great deal of detailed attention, 

apart from Robert Liddiard's ground breaking paper delivered in September 2007 at the 

Sheffield Conference on 'The History, Ecology and Archaeology of Medieval Parks and 

Parklands.'1  Without citing particular sources he points to the 'elastic' chronology of 

disparkment, 'with some commentators seeing decline setting in from 1500, others 

around 1600, but most observers pointing to the century between 1550-1660 as a key 

period in which disparkment took place.'2   

This chapter aims partially to redress this lack of detailed knowledge by outlining 

the pattern and process of disparkment for the county of Kent, which can then be set 

against and compared with those observed elsewhere. In particular it will seek to 

discover whether there was any period of widespread disparkment from 1558 to 1625, 

and, if so, whether it confirms Liddiard's view of an 'elastic' chronology.  The first 

section (i) will discuss the definition of disparkment.  Section (ii) identifies which parks 

were disparked in Kent between 1558 and 1625, tentatively suggesting reasons behind 

the low incidence, and the factors leading to particular disparkments.  There follows an 

examination of aspects of the management of disparked parks, including crown leases of 

disparked parks, in section (iii).  Lastly, in section (iv) the survival of vestiges of former 

parks, centuries after the original function as deer parks had been abandoned, testifies to 

the residual significance of parks in the landscape. 

(i) The definition of disparkment 

The question posed by Liddiard, 'By what criteria can we judge when a park is 

disparked?' needs addressing, and he thinks the answer to be neither straightforward nor 

easy.  The distinction Lambarde made between parks with deer and parks lacking deer is 

simplistic, and not universally endorsed even by some of his contemporaries.3  As has 

been seen, a series of statutes required park owners to hold breeding mares and stallions 

1 Rotherham I. D. (ed.), 'The History, Ecology and Archaeology of Medieval Parks and Parklands' in 
Landscape Archaeology and Ecology (Sheffield 2007) 6 p.82. 
2 Liddiard (unpublished, 2007) full text by courtesy of Dr Robert Liddiard. 
3 Lambarde(1576) p.9, fully quoted on p.10 of this thesis. 
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within their parks.4  This requirement raised the issue of what counted as a park, and in 

interpreting the statute there were variations from county to county.  The deputy 

commissioners in their returns for Dorsetshire and Somersetshire were more thorough 

than those for other counties and gave three categories of park - those with deer, those 

without deer, and those that had been disparked or, in the case of Somersetshire, were 

'decayed'.5  A certain ambiguity arises at this point because as most owners holding parks 

without deer no longer bred horses, and yet were not considered to have broken the 

statute, they might be deemed to have been disparked according to Lambarde's definition 

and to the deputy commissioners' interpretation of the statute.  However, the Dorsetshire 

deputy commissioners only actually recorded a park to be disparked when it had been 

converted to pasture and tillage, or had been divided into 'divers tenements.'  Here, the 

degree of disparkment or its irreversibility was at issue.  It would seem that the 

Dorsetshire deputy commissioners thought that if a park remained substantially open 

parkland, there would be few obstacles to the reintroduction of deer, in which case the 

statute would again apply.  If, on the other hand, the park had been converted into 

farmland, subdivided into fields and leased out, then its reinstatement as a deer park 

would be impractical, complicated and costly.  

 

The degrees of disparkment adopted by Lambarde on the one hand and by the 

deputy commissioners on the other highlight the problems of any simple definition, 

which would still not cover either the varying stages or pace at which parks might be 

driven or might slide into disparkment.  Liddiard differentiates between a clear-cut, 

rapidly enforced decision to dispark, which he terms 'event' and the more common 

disparkment, which followed a lengthier and disjointed course or 'process'.6 

 

If there are examples in Kent of 'event' disparkment following a decision 

deliberately, systematically and immediately to dismantle a park, there is no surviving 

documentation for Elizabeth I's or James I's reigns.  The sole example, from the early 

sixteenth century, reflecting a definite intention to dispark shows that, even then, the 

actual process took several years to complete.  The 1587 lease for Chislet(22) park 

rehearsed an earlier lease of 1533 granted by the archbishop of Canterbury in which the 

                                                 
4 See Chapter Three pp.103-105. 
5 TNA SP12/163/20ii; TNA SP12/162/44ii.  
6 Liddiard (unpublished paper, 2007). 
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lessee had been given licence to kill all the deer and 'to stub and dig up by the roots as 

much wood underwoods and trees as they would be at cost to do it.'7   The lease of 1587 

recalled that the park had been 'disparked above 46 years.'  Within eight years of the 

1533 lease, in the early 1540s, all the deer had been killed, most of the trees removed and 

the pale had been allowed to fall into disrepair, 'so neither deer pale nor sufficient covert 

meet for deer hath been remaining within the space of 36 years last past or thereabouts.' 8 

 

Contemporary definitions of disparkment therefore varied between Lambarde's 

removal of deer, Chislet's emphasis point where the habitat was unsuitable to sustain 

deer, and the Dorsetshire deputy commissioners' interpretation of the land's conversion 

into agriculture.  Important to disparkment was the alteration of the function and interior 

configuration of the park, which all these definitions encompass.  

 

(ii) The pattern and process of disparkment in Kent, 1558 - 1625 

The contemporary evidence for the pattern of disparkment comes from a number 

of sources.  Firstly, maps, leases and other documents which announce or imply the land 

to have been disparked, and secondly, negative evidence, such as the non-appearance of 

parks on maps or in documents, for example, the return of horses being bred in parks.   

 

Kent is unusual in also having the evidence of Lambarde's listing of parks 

disparked 'within memorie', as discussed in Chapter One (i).9  However, a major problem 

is that the evidence rarely indicates when disparkment actually occurred.  Of 18 

disparkments identified by Lambarde in 1570, the date by which he had compiled the list 

for the first edition of 'A Perambulation of Kent', there is corroborating evidence that 9 

had been disparked by 1558, and the other nine are likely to have been, although the 

possibility remains that, for some, disparkment might have occurred early in Elizabeth I's 

reign (see Figure 5.1).10 The assumption that most, if not all, of the other nine parks were 

disparked by 1558 is admittedly based on flimsy evidence. The disparkment of 

Panthurst(67) park had occurred by the 1560s, when agricultural activity was already 

well established, which would push back the date of disparkment by several years.  

                                                 
7 LPL TA/39/1, lease of 20 /6/1587. 
8 Ibid. 
9 See pp.11-15 and Figure 1.1 'Comparison between Lambarde's lists of parks', p.9.  
10 See Figure 5.1 'Disparkment in Kent' (Appendix 5 pp.327-328) which includes sources and possible 
dates of disparkment. 
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Henden(45) park was also in all probability disparked after 1541, following the land 

exchange forced by Henry VIII upon Ann Boleyn's sister, Mary, and her husband 

William Stafford.11  Apart from Lambarde's listing of two disparked parks at 

Oxenhoath(65, 66), nothing else has been found about them, which leads to the tentative 

conclusion that their disparkment had occurred long before 1558.  Of the remaining five 

disparked parks, there is uncertainty about Langley(52) or Mereworth(60), while 

Sutton(85) park had been given over the farming by the 1570s, and Cage(88) and 

Postern(92) parks in Tonbridge, were so heavily exploited to supply in the local 

ironworks that deer were unlikely to have thrived in them after the first decade of 

Elizabeth I's reign, but earlier dates of disparkment are also possible.12 

 

Another 18 parks have been identified from documentary sources, none of which 

appear on Lambarde's list or on the three Tudor maps of Kent. There is evidence that 

nine of these parks had been disparked by 1558, but very little or nothing is known about 

the remaining 9.13  The strong presumption is therefore these parks had been disparked 

before 1558.  Four parks, Bockingfold(8), Boxley(14), Fryarne(36) and Lympne(57) 

suffered disrupted ownership from church to crown during the Reformation.  

Bockingfold(8), in particular, had three changes of ownership between 1554 and 1559, so 

had probably been disparked by then.14  A tithe dispute concerning Boxley(14) park in 

1574 revealed an established farming regime, and by 1588 there was confusion as to 

where the park boundary lay, so disparkment must have occurred much earlier, perhaps 

shortly after Sir Thomas Wyatt's attainder in the 1550s.15  Nothing is known about 

Fryarne(36) and Lympne(57) parks, and the histories of Cudham(25) park and 

Pembury(68) are also obscure.  Kemsing(49) park, under the ownership of William 

Boleyn in Henry VIII's reign, was being parcelled out, implying disparkment, although 

its status is not mentioned in the documents.16 Southpark(72) near Penshurst had been 

disparked by 1559 when an indenture for the extraction of wood, within the parkland, but 

not the woods, made no mention of the presence of deer.17    Lastly, Comford(7) park at 

Birling contained deer in 1521, but no document mentions it as an active Elizabethan 
                                                 
11 CKS U1450 T5/62 
12 See discussion under Chapter Three (iii) p.118-119. 
13 See Chapter One (i) pp.11-15. 
14 Hasted E., The History and Topographical Survey of the County of Kent (Canterbury, 2nd edition, 1797) 
5 pp.166-167. 
15 CCA-DCB-J/X.10.17, 1574; TNA E134/30&31,1588, E134/31 Eliz/Hil16, Hil27. 
16 BL Cart.Harl.86.G.54, 86.H.16, 1525-1526.  
17 CKS U1475/E1. 
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park, although the adjacent Birling(6) park in the same Nevill estate was prone to deer 

and cony theft, and its deer keepers' wages appear in accounts of 1586 to 1594.18 

 

With the caveat that dates of disparkment are impossible to pinpoint, that there is 

no continuity of evidence, and in some cases very flimsy negative evidence, the tentative 

total number of disparkments from 1558 to 1602 is a maximum of nine. Four failed parks 

in Elizabeth I's reign were Aldington(1), Bore Place(9), Postling(73) and Stowting(82), 

with contradictory evidence about the dates of the disparkment of Saltwood(75) and 

Ashour(69) at Penshurst, which might have occurred before 1558, and the possible 

inclusion of Sutton(85), Cage(88) and Postern(92) parks.19  In or by Jacobean times a 

further five parks were disparked, at Bedgebury(4), Glassenbury(37), Halden(41), 

Hungershall(47) and Otford Great(62) park.20  This makes a maximum loss rate of less 

than 25 per cent of the total of 53 active parks known to have existed for all or part of the 

period from 1558 to 1625, or 29 per cent if new parks are discounted.  Not only is this 

rate of disparkment lower than the 50 per cent rate of loss estimated by Lambarde in 'A 

Perambulation of Kent' in 1576, but it also occurred over 67 years.  Astute as Lambarde 

was, his observation about disparkment, therefore, should not be used as evidence for the 

decline of the Kentish parks in the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods, but rather as a 

reflection of the situation from 1509 to 1558.  In fact, as far as the evidence allows, 

between 1558 and 1625, the overall number of parks in Kent appears to have been 

relatively stable, which accords with the evidence of Lambarde's lists of active parks and 

the five contemporary maps, which ranged from 24 to 34 parks at any given time.  

 

                                                 
18 ESRO ABE/18R/1; see Figure 8.1 'Deer park violations' (Appendix 9 p.338-340). 
19 Aldington(1), Lambarde, between 1576 and 1596; Bore Place(9), CKS U1000/3 E5, 1597 Inquisition 
park not mentioned; Postling(73) CCA-DCB-J/X.16, on Lambarde's lists of active parks in 1576 and 1596, 
but 1576 tithe dispute mentions sheep keeping in park; Saltwood(75), Lambarde, between 1576 and 1596, 
but Hasted 8 p.223, writes that Thomas Broadnax of Hythe disparked Saltwood park in the reign of Mary I; 
Stowting(82) CCA-DCB-J/X.10.20, on Lambarde's lists of 1576 and 1596, but 1582 tithe dispute mentions 
various agricultural products from the late 1570s; Ashour park was leased out in 1552, but firm evidence of 
it as farmland came in 1572, CKS U1475/T33.  
20 Bedgebury(4) BL Cart.Harl.77.C.44, 1607, lease mentions deer, but leases after 1612 do not, BL 
Cart.Harl.79.F.3; Glassenbury(37), 1628, map of 'Old Park' with fields; Halden(41), CKS U1475 M73, 
1609 survey mentions deer, but indenture of 1610, CKS U1475 T92, park 'now disparked'; 
Hungershall(47), ESRO ABE/52.1, 1633, lease recites 8 leases back to 1618; Otford Great(62), Phillips C. 
J., The History of the Sackville Family (London, 1930) I p.216, 1607, 'lately disparked'. Chalklin C. W., A 
Kentish Wealden Parish (Tonbridge) 1550-1750 (Oxford 1960, thesis presented for degree of Bachelor of 
Letters) p.5. The whole of Southfrith(94) was disparked by 1610, but a new, smaller park at Somerhill(94a) 
was created so Southfrith has been omitted from this debate (see Chapter Six pp.181-182). 
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The period during which disparkment took place in Kent can be compared with 

Sussex, Norfolk, Suffolk and Hertfordshire, all with different patterns, although 

Hertfordshire more closely reflects the pattern of Kentish disparkment.    

 

In Hertfordshire, Prince contends that the demand for food by the rising 

population of Elizabethan London led to 'an unrecorded number of parks' going over to 

agriculture, especially in southern Hertfordshire, and names five medieval parks missing 

from Saxton's and Norden's maps.21  However, when cross-checking the named parks 

with Rowe's research, three of the parks had ceased to function before 1500, the park at 

Little Berkhemsted survived until 1614 and Periers park at Cheshunt was incorporated 

into Cheshunt park by James I in 1607, being reimparked rather than disparked.22  From 

Rowe's gazetteer of medieval parks, there is evidence of the disparking of perhaps six 

medieval parks after 1558 - three were shown on Saxton's map of 1577, but not on 

Norden's of 1598, another two had been disparked at undetermined dates by 1600, and 

Hatfield Great park was disparked in 1611.23  Rather than confirming widespread 

disparkment in Hertfordshire in the reigns of Elizabeth I and James I, a study of the 

gazetteer shows, as in Kent, that more disparkment had occurred earlier in the sixteenth 

century.  Doubt must therefore be cast on Prince's general assertion about the loss of 

Hertfordshire's parks in Elizabeth I's reign because once matched against the history of 

individual parks it does not stand up to scrutiny.    

 

In Norfolk, the loss of parks before Elizabeth I's reign has not been established, 

but during Elizabeth I's reign parks enjoyed 'exuberant popularity.'24  There were 

indications of coming decline, such as family indebtedness or specific family problems 

as has been found in Kent, but they did not reach a critical level necessitating 

disparkment until after James I's reign.  Neither was there widespread disparkment in 

Sussex, where Manning estimated that only six of 121 Tudor parks were disparked in 

                                                 
21 Prince H., Parks in Hertfordshire since 1500 (Hatfield, 2008) pp.12-14; see Chapter 1 (iv) pp.23-27 for 
examples of possible unreliability in Kent. 
22 Rowe A., Medieval Parks of Hertfordshire (Hatfield, 2009) pp.78-82, Periers in Cheshunt, pp.88-89, 
Boreham Wood, pp.90-93, 160-161, Little Berkhamsted, pp.130-131, Hoddesdon, pp.172-174, two parks 
at Little Munden. 
23 Rowe, Medieval Parks of Hertfordshire p.96, Furneaux Pelham Old and/or New park, p. 113, Hatfield 
Great park, p.118 Woodhall park, p.156 Knebworth Great park, p.194 Pisho park. 
24 Dye J., Change in the Norfolk landscape – the decline of the deer parks (University of East Anglia, 1986, 
dissertation presented for degree of Master of Arts) pp.11, 20-32. 
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sixteenth century.25  He believed numbers of parks peaked at the beginning of the 

sixteenth century and that a pronounced decline followed in the seventeenth century.  

The estimate of only six parks lost during the whole of the sixteenth century is in stark 

contrast to the loss of parks in Kent and Suffolk before 1558.   

 

In Suffolk, Hoppitt's meticulous research has shown that of 32 parks in existence 

in 1500 only 19 or 41 per cent remained at the end of the century, but this is discounting 

the number of new park creations.26  The overall rate of loss of 59 per cent of Suffolk's 

park in the sixteenth century is not out of accord with Lambarde's figures for Kent, but 

loss was unevenly spread across the time period, and, unlike Kent, the greater loss was 

between 1550 and 1600 at 31 per cent, while the period from 1500 to 1550 only had a 12 

per cent loss.   

 

This varied pattern of disparkment has not taken into account the new parks that 

were being created.  With few comparative county studies it is difficult to judge whether 

Kent's parks were particularly resilient, but overall, when new parks are added, the actual 

number of parks in Kent remained stable, while in Suffolk the late sixteenth century was 

a dynamic period for parks, during which the creation of new parks more than balanced 

out the loss of ancient parks.27  There are no figures for new parks available for Sussex, 

Norfolk and Hertfordshire. 

 

It is clear that more comparative and detailed studies are required to reveal 

whether general statements by historians such as Lasdun, Liddiard and Palliser, about a 

renewed spate of disparking from the second half of the sixteenth century, are borne out 

for most of the country, and should not new parks be added to the equation?  If Kent, 

Norfolk, Suffolk, Sussex and indeed even Hertfordshire, were experiencing a relatively 

slower overall rate of disparkment later in the sixteenth century, are these to be 

considered as the norm, or are they exceptions to the spate of disparking assumed to have 

occurred elsewhere and perhaps more distant from London?28   

                                                 
25 Manning R.B., Hunters and Poachers - A Cultural and Social History of Unlawful Hunting in England 
1485-1640 (Oxford, 1993) pp.125-127. 
26 Hoppitt R., A study of the development of deer parks in Suffolk from C11th to C17th (University of East 
Anglia, 1992, thesis presented for degree of Doctor of Philosophy)  pp.71,83,92,97.    
27 Ibid.    
28 Palliser D.M., The Age of Elizabeth 1547-1603 (New York, 2nd edition 1992) p.225, 'In more densely 
settled areas extra land might be found by disparking;' Lambarde(1576) of 53 parks in Kent 23 disparked 
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Historians above recognise the difficulty in obtaining detailed evidence, and 

instead rely on anecdotal or contemporary observations, the former not quantitative and 

the latter impressionistic and sometimes contradictory.  As has been demonstrated, 

evidence supports the view that the period of disparkment in Kent to which Lambarde 

referred occurred mainly before 1558.  Other writers, such as Gascoigne and Markham, 

expound the benefits of parks and their roles within the landed estate, making no mention 

of any trend towards disparkment, but rather implying that parks were an important 

attribute of a landed estate.29  Harrison spoke of the 'great plentie of parkes' and noted the 

expansion of parks with some owners 'still desirous to inlarge those grounds.'30 However, 

when discussing the development of farming he contradicts this by stating that owners 

had begun 'to smell out' parcels of land which could be made more profitable and 

'therefore some of them do grow to be disparked.'31  Of course, both trends could be 

occurring at the same time involving different owners and different places, but the 

crucial judgement to make is whether one trend was more dominant than another, and 

only detailed area studies would unravel this.  As Liddiard has commented there is no 

national picture, 'the jury is very much out' on the issue, so Kent might or might not be 

representative.32 

 

Turning to the process of disparkment, it is possible to identify factors that appear 

to have encouraged the process of disparkment, and others that encouraged the retention 

of a park, as indeed Harrison's comments reflect. 

 

Although Lambarde did not offer a direct explanation for the loss of half of 

Kent's parks, his observation that parks were for pleasure and were in decline compared 

with the increasing number of lucrative cony warrens, implies that he thought that 

economic factors lay behind the loss of parks.  The impression he gives his readers is that 

                                                                                                                                                 
within living memory; Lasdun S., The English Park – Royal, Private and Public (New York, 1992) p.32, 
'But despite a spate of park making in the first half of the sixteenth century, disparking began to offset new 
emparking in the second half'; Liddiard in Rotherham I. D. (ed.), 'The History, Ecology and Archaeology 
of Medieval Parks and Parklands' in Landscape Archaeology and Ecology 6 (Sheffield 2007) p.82, 
'Incidents of disparkment can be found throughout the Middle Ages, but levels of disparkment rose in the 
late sixteenth century and during the Interregnum.' 
29 Gascoigne G., The Noble Arte of Venerie or Hunting  (1575, London); Markham G., Maison Rustique, 
or The countrey farme (London, 1616). 
30 Holinshed R., Holinshed's  Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland (London, 1587) pp.204-205. 
31 Edelen G. (ed.), The Description of England by William Harrison (New York, 1994) p.259. 
32 pers.comm e-mail 5/8/2009. 
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deer parks were being dismantled at an ever-quickening rate as a result of a commercial 

decision to make way for more profitable agricultural enterprises.  However, when the 

admittedly sparse evidence for Kentish parks in the reigns of Elizabeth I and James I is 

closely examined, a different picture emerges, with the slower rate of disparkment after 

1558 being triggered as much by family circumstances leading to financial 

embarrassment, as by hard-headed decisions to capitalise on otherwise under-productive 

land purely to make profit.  In other words, owners who embarked on disparkment did 

not forego the benefits of their parks willingly, but were more likely to have had 

disparkment forced upon them.   

 

In Elizabethan Hertfordshire the 'powerful influence' of the London market, as 

described by Thirsk, led to an expansion of arable land at the expense of woodland, 

heath, pasture and, it was said, parks.33  However, the evidence indicates that neither 

Hertfordshire's parks, nor Kent's, both in a similar strategic position as regards London, 

succumbed to commercial pressure as readily as has been assumed.  Indeed the proximity 

to London might have had a positive effect on park retention by encouraging the upkeep 

of parks within easy reach of the court and the city, between them the centre of power 

and wealth, especially when both Elizabeth I and James I increasingly confined their 

visits to the home counties.  

 

Thus, as far as Kent is concerned, although economic factors cannot be 

discounted, especially when long-term trends are borne in mind, the question is why so 

few park owners resisted the temptation to take advantage of rising prices and buoyant 

rents to convert parkland into productive agricultural land.34  As discussed earlier, most 

Kentish parks were probably affordable, within the overall scheme of owners' budgets 

and in one of the most prosperous counties outside London.35  Perhaps, as will be 

explored in Chapter Seven, owners valued parks more for other reasons, such as for the 

cultural capital they afforded.36  Owners of parks could gain favour at court by emulating 

the monarchic passion for hospitality and hunting; maintain their status in their 

communities and with their peers; and enhance the aesthetic setting and surrounding of 

                                                 
33 Prince, Parks in Hertfordshire since 1500, p.13, citing Thirsk J. (ed), The Agrarian History of England 
and Wales, IV pp.49-52. 
34 Liddiard (unpublished paper, 2007). 
35 See Chapter Three (iv) pp.119-121; Palliser, The Age of Elizabeth, p.116; Lambarde(1576) p.7. 
36 See Chapter Seven p.189 onwards. 
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their mansion by preserving one remaining park.  It might be that because the London 

markets secured both high prices and steady demand, good profits could be made on 

other parts of estates, without the owners sacrificing their parks.  The general prosperity 

of the Kentish gentry 'with revenues greater than anywhere else' was noted by Lambarde, 

who considered it due to Kent's location by 'the sea, the river, a populous citie, and a well 

traded highway, by the commodities whereof, the superfluous fruites of the grounde be 

dearly sold, and consequently the land may yeeld a greater rent.'37  Kent was in the 

forefront of agricultural improvements, with innovations occurring in every geological 

region, so perhaps the ability to raise income from rents on other parts of the landed 

estate relieved the pressure from park owners to give up the pleasure of the park.38  

 

In Kent those parks identified by Lambarde as having been disparked were 

mainly those where ownership had been transferred from church to crown during the 

Reformation of Henry VIII's reign, or from private ownership to crown as a result of 

various political crises faced by Henry VIII, Edward VI and Mary I.39 Factors behind 

disparkment and behind changes in ownership are similar, but in both cases, although 

evidence is circumstantial rather than direct, the loss of a park often appears to be linked 

with a particular set of circumstances, such as indebtedness through overspending, 

broken succession, the drain of fines for recusancy or the need to raise money for 

marriage portions.  This observation is not peculiar to Kent, but has parallels in Suffolk 

where Hoppitt found that a fall of fortune of whatever sort 'could sound the death knell 

for a park,' and in Norfolk, too, the failure to maintain a park was frequently a precursor 

of a family's impending collapse, often due to financial mismanagement.40  

 

An examination of disparked Kent parks provides a good deal of supporting 

evidence for disparkment linked to a decline in family fortunes.  In the case of 

Hungershall(47), Saltwood(75) or Stowting(82), little is known about the reasons for 

their disparkment, but there seems to be more than a coincidental connection between 

family crisis and disparkment in the cases of Aldington(1), Bedgebury(4), Bore Place(9), 

Glassenbury(37), Postling(73), Halden(41) and Otford Great(62) parks.  

                                                 
37 Lambarde(1576) p.6. 
38 Zell M.L. (ed.), Early Modern Kent (Woodbridge, 2000) pp.102-103. 
39 Lambarde(1576); Chapter One (i) pp.11-15. 
40 Hoppitt, A study of the development of deer parks in Suffolk, pp.280-28; Dye, Change in the Norfolk 
landscape, p.4. 
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Sir Thomas Scott probably disparked Aldington(1) because of the debts built up 

by this father's enthusiastic service to Elizabeth I and by excessive government 

exactions.41  At Bedgebury(4) financial difficulties arose from the recusancy of Sir 

Alexander Culpepper, whose Catholicism forced him to flee home for long periods, to 

enter bonds for good behaviour, of £1000 in 1581 and of £2000 in 1587, and to pay fines 

for non-attendance at church.42  He was even imprisoned for his beliefs.  After his death 

in 1600, it seems likely that 'the troubles' of Sir Alexander Culpepper had a cumulative 

effect on the financial resources of the family, and in James I's reign the park was leased 

to tenants and given over to a cony warren. 43   

 

Unfortunately for Sir Perceval Willoughby of Bore Place(7), disparkment was 

probably a consequence of the profligate expenditure of his kinsman father-in-law, Sir 

Francis Willoughby, who built a grandiose home at Wollaton in Nottinghamshire, 

entertaining lavishly there, and accruing debts of £21,000.  In underwriting his father-in-

law's  debts, Sir Perceval Willoughby sold his land in Kent, Bore Place(7) probably being 

disparked by 1597, and in 1605, after the death of Sir Francis Willoughby, Sir Perceval 

Willoughby moved to the prestigious new house at Wollaton, inherited by his wife, 

Bridget, Sir Francis Willoughby's daughter. 44   

 

At Glassenbury(37) the need to maximise income because of debt and family 

dispute probably caused eventual disparkment.  Thomas Roberts, aged 18 when his 

father died in 1580, clashed with his mother over his father's will and the repayment of 

debts, which led to a suit in the court of Chancery.45  Although when he took over the 

estate he showed himself to be 'a prudent and judicious Gentleman,' efforts to achieve 

effective retrenchment seem to have failed, and by 1628 the park had been divided 

into fields (see Plate 5.1).46 

                                                 
41 Clark P., English Provincial Society from the Reformation to the Revolution: religion, politics and 
society in Kent 1500-1640 (Hassocks, 1977) p.260. 
42 Buckingham C., 'The troubles of Sir Alexander Culpepper of Goudhurst' in Kent Recusant History no.1,  
(Spring 1979) pp.20-24. 
43 Buckingham C., 'Inflation 1581' in Kent Recusant History, nos 10-11 (Autumn 1983 & Spring 1984) 
p.187. 
44 CKS U1000/3/E28, 1580-1589, a note of 440 acres of land sold for a total of £2568; CKS U1000/3/E6, 
1595, debts totalled about £4710; undated, unnamed newspaper cutting by Phillips, c.1909. 
45 Wyndham D., Family History of Roberts (1952) p.126, TNA Chancery Proceeding C2 Elizabeth I 
B25/62, 1639 Chancery R43/62 & R20/42. 
46 Anon., Early History of the Roberts Family (c.1714, reprinted Bristol) pp.22-23; TNA STAC8/53/5, 
1604; map owned by Marcus Sutcliffe, see Plate 5.1 p.153. 
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Plate 5.1 
After disparkment 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

(a) Glassenbury(37) park shortly after disparkment with fields interspersed 
with blocks of woodland.               By kind permission of Marcus Sutcliffe  
 

(b) Detail of Panthurst(67) park map of 1630 (CKS U442 P102) with 
hedgerow trees, but only strips of woodland. Animals can be seen in the 
fields. Field 27 called 'Coneyberrye Meade' was the former cony warren.   
By kind permission of the Centre for Kentish Studies, Kent Archives and 
Local Studies Service, Kent County Council 
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 In the case of Postling(73) a combination of overspending and lack of a male heir 

were linked to the park's disparkment.  Problems arose under the ownership of Sir 

Anthony Aucher, who was forced to sell land to repay money he had embezzled through 

'his ruthless exploitation of crown offices for personal aggrandizement.'47   Postling(73) 

park might have been disparked by his death in 1558, but was definitely by 1576 when 

sold by adventurer, Sir Humphrey Gilbert, husband of Anthony Aucher's granddaughter, 

who was in need of money to support various maritime projects. 48  

 

Robert Sidney, viscount Lisle, was in the unusual position compared with most 

Kentish park owners in having more than one park.  He bought Otford Great(62) park 

from the crown in 1601 and acquired Halden(41), by inheritance, in James I's reign.  

Both became vulnerable to disparkment when the viscount required ready money to pay 

for his lavish lifestyle at court and to raise money for his daughters' dowries.49  Both 

parks were disparked prior to being sold to Sir Thomas Smythe in 1617 for £9000.50   

 

These examples show that in the case of at least seven of the ten Kent parks 

disparked in the period from 1558 to 1625, changes in ownership, changes in family 

fortune, and, in particular, financial crises played major roles prior to eventual 

disparkment.  The overwhelming factors then appear to have been economic – but not, as 

Thirsk and Prince suggested, in order to take advantage of the London markets to 

maximise profits, and thereby income, by converting parkland into farmland, but rather 

to deal with the problem of offsetting and repaying family debts. 

 

(iii) The management of disparked parks 

 Although disparked parks did not carry the status of active parks, they remained 

valuable assets, which could be exploited by their owners by renting out or managing the 

land productively themselves.  In (a) the leasing policy of the crown's disparked parks 

will come under scrutiny, and will be shown to have been generous to the tenant, 

sometimes deliberately as a form of patronage, but also by inertia through habitually 
                                                 
47 Alsop, Sir Anthony Aucher (d.1558) (http://oxforddnb.com/articles/68012). 
48 CCA-DCB-J/X.16, 1576 tithe dispute; Rapple, Sir Humphrey Gilbert (1537-1583) (http://oxforddnb. 
com/articles/10690); Hasted 8 p.214. 
49 For the acquisition of Halden(41) park see Chapter Six p.178, and Otford Great(62) parks, see Chapter 
Seven (v) p.228-243; BL Add.Mss.12066; Hanney, M.P. Kinnamon N. J. & Brennan M. G. (eds.), 
Domestic Politics and Family Absence- correspondence 1588-1621 of Robert Sidney, 1st Earl of Leicester 
and Barbara Gamage Sidney, Countess of Leicester (Aldershot, 2005) p.173, letter 227, 13/8/1612. 
50 CKS U1475/T92. 
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renewing leases on the same terms even over decades.  Next the agricultural use made of 

disparked parks (b) will be sketched out from the patchy evidence to hand, with an 

attempt to indicate the benefits accruing to the landowners, tenants or sub-tenants.  

Lastly, the exploitation of the woodland areas of former parks will be covered in (c).  

 

(a) Crown parks leased out 

Of the ten crown parks leased out after 1558, six had been disparked before 

Elizabeth I ascended the throne.  Aldington(1) was disparked during her reign, and 

Southfrith(94) under her successor.51  Five parks, Aldington(1), Bexley(5), Boxley(14), 

Maidstone(59) and Otford New(64) parks had leases of 21 years duration, while 

Allington(2) and Otford Little(83) parks were held under 30-year terms granted by Mary 

I.52 The 21-year lease gave the owner more flexibility while still offering continuity to 

the tenant, and in Kent was the preferred length of term for disparked parks.  

 

Some leases were made in reversion for a term of years, such as the grants for 

Allington(2),  Boxley(14) and Maidstone(59).  A reversionary lease was granted without 

a fine, often to court officials who had no connection with the land they had been 

granted.  Reversionary leases were part of a wider policy whereby 'faced with a continual 

shortage of money, the crown attempted to satisfy the demands of its officials for higher 

incomes by granting to them a share in its own revenue.'53  The reversionary lease gave 

future interest in the land, but as Thomas's research showed from the little evidence 

available, the actual profits made by the grantees from the leases varied widely because 

deals had to be made with sitting tenants, who were not necessarily cooperative.54  

Unlike other grants of land which went through formal procedures, reversionary grants 

required the monarch's personal warrant so that the normal method of using the 

commissioners appointed for leasing crown lands was bypassed.  In general the result 

was that reversionary leases 'were generous to the grantee, but expensive for the Crown,'  

because the crown had not increased rents, making the rentable value of the land higher 

                                                 
51 See Figure 6.4 'Crown parks in Kent' (Appendix 7 pp.329-330). The other two parks, Elham(30) and 
Westwell(99) continued as active parks.  See Figure 5.1 (Appendix 5 p.327-328) and Chapter Six pp.181-
183..  
52 CPR l, October 1554 m.33; CKS U1450/T6/28, 1553. 
53 Thomas D., 'Leases in Reversion of the Crown's Lands, 1558-1603' in Economic History Review, New 
Series, 30:1 (1977) p.71.   
54 Baker J. H., An Introduction to English Legal History (London, 2002) p.274. 
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than rents paid by sitting tenants, and the new owner could levy a fine on the tenants 

which reflected this.55   

 

The device of reversionary leases enabled the crown to resist increasing salaries 

at the expense of efficient management of crown land and was used in Kent in just the 

way Thomas indicated to reward Mary Finch and John Astley.  In 1569 John Astley, 

master of the Jewels and distantly related to the Boleyns, was given a 30-year lease at a 

rent of £50 a year that included Allington(2), Boxley(14)  and Maidstone(59) parks.56  

The lease was in reversion to that of Mary Finch, who like John Astley had surrendered 

her crown annuity in exchange for the lease of 1553, which was due to expire in 1584. 57 

 

Other parks were leased singly to members of the Kentish gentry who already 

lived near or who had interests in the location. The evidence of exactly who held each 

park over the whole period and under what terms is patchy, and the prevalence of 

subletting also confuses the picture.  Sir Henry Sidney of Penshurst had leased Otford 

Little(63) park for 21 years with an annual rent of £20 and fine of £13 6s 8d from 1553, 

and the lease under the same terms was renewed at least three times until 1601.58  In 

1568 Otford New(64) park was leased to George Multon of St. Clere, Ightham, 

Lambarde's father-in-law.59  It is likely that Bexley(5) park was included in Bexley 

demesne land leased to Justinian Champneis of Hall Place, Bexley.60  

 

 Despite the apparent care taken over drawing up leases, confusion could 

arise from those issued by the crown as well as from subsequent subleases.  With 

grants from crown to main tenant, who sublet to others, who sublet yet again, it is 

no wonder that over the years exact legal titles became blurred and confused.  One 

striking example was that of Mary Finch's letters patent granted in Mary I's reign. 

                                                 
55 For Otford Great(62) see Chapter Seven (iv) p.228 onwards; Thomas, 'Leases in Reversion of the 
Crown's Lands, 1558-1603,' p.71.   
56 John Astley's maternal aunt, Elizabeth, had married Sir James Boleyn and so was Elizabeth I's great aunt 
(http://www.oxforddnb.com/article/818). 
57 CPR, part XV, pp.319-320, 25/5/1555. 
58 CPR 2 & 3 Philip and Mary I, 3 pp.69-72, 13/3/1556; BL Add.Mss.36804, 3/3/1567; CPR Part VI 
no.1408, p.235, 26/3/1568; Arch.Cant. V (1862-3) p.328, transcription of BL Cart.Lans.82.55; CPR 
no.1535, p.192, 23/1/1580; Phillips, The History of the Sackville Family, I p.232, 11/8/1607. 
59 CKS U1007/T155, 16 /4/1568, 30/7/1577 & 10/7/1588.  
60 Arch.Cant. V p.328, transcription of BL Cart.Lans.82.55. 1573, mentioned his lease of the Bexley 
demesne lands, and TNA E178/1163, 1597/98, reported his felling of Crown trees in Bexley(5) park 'by 
virtue of a lease as it is said.'  
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Unsure of the extent of the manor of Newnham Court in Boxley, Mary Finch had a 

schedule of land drawn up, which particularly named Boxley park(14).61 However 

Sir John Baker, who, as both chancellor of the exchequer (1540–58) and under-

treasurer of England (1543–58), was responsible for drawing up the final lease, 

thought 'it would carry too great a show to be named by the name of a park', so 

included the park under the heading of 'general woodlands' reassuring Mrs Finch 

that 'you shall be sure to hold and enjoy all these lands as well as if they were 

particularly named.62 

 

 His advice proved to be unsound, as Mary Finch's successor, John Astley, found 

to his cost.  His lease of 1569 had included the lands of Newnham manor, which 

included Boxley(14) park, but in 1581 Elizabeth I granted a lease for three lives to 

William Baynham for lands in Worcestershire and in Kent including Park wood(14b), 

Boxley.63 Imprecision in the original lease meant that the ownership of Park wood 

became the subject of a legal battle in the court of the Exchequer.64  Depositions and 

hearings continued for several years, until on 6 July 1590 John Astley wrote to one of the 

judges that Park wood, parcel of the manor of Boxley, was held by William Baynham, 

but that he held Newnhamwood or Park wood, parcel of Newnham Court. In other words 

there were two Park woods in Boxley, one centred on the old Boxley(14a) park predating 

1536, and the other on Sir Thomas Wyatt's new park, known as Lea park(14b) at 

Boxley.65 This explanation was accepted because in a later letter patent of 1596 both 

parks were specifically named.66 

 

Over the period the crown's hold over its parks under lease undoubtedly 

weakened, and although only Allington(2) park passed completely out of its hands, in 

effect, with most leases being automatically renewed, the crown was left with only 

residual control.67   

                                                 
61 TNA E134/31Elizabeth/Hilary 27. 
62 TNA E134/31Elizabeth/Hilary 27, deposition of William Goodall of Boxley, yeoman, aged 67. 
63 CPR, Part VII, no.355, p.61, 2/8/1581. 
64 TNA E134/30 & 31Eliz/Mich.19 (1587-88); TNA E134/31Eliz/Hil.16 (1588); TNA E134/31Eliz/Hil. 27 
(1588); TNA E133/6/815; TNA E133/6/863. 
65 The old park is referred to in CCA-DCB-J/X.10.17, 1574; Sir Thomas Wyatt's new park in 1549 cited in 
Zell, Early Modern Kent, p.32.   
66 CMS U480/T1/1, 24 February 38 Elizabeth, letter patent. 
67 CKS U1515/T1, 1584; Worcester R., History of Allington Castle, Kent, unpublished monograph of 29 
November 2007, University of Kent at Canterbury, p.19. 
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(b) Parkland into farmland  

After disparkment the landowner had several options - to keep the park within his 

hands and manage it himself, to lease part or all of it out, or to sell.  In Kent the favoured 

strategies were for the gentleman-owner to keep the former parkland under his control by 

farming it directly or by granting tenancies over all or part of the area, while reserving 

certain rights for himself.  Either way, on the whole, the park owners retained ultimate 

control of their former parks.   

 

It should be remembered that the process of disparkment in general took place 

over a number of years during which time some deer and their habitat may have been 

retained.  This is illustrated by the leases for Hever(46) and Bedgebury(4) parks, which 

were ambiguous about the continued presence of deer, and might reflect an early phase 

of disparkment.68  Even with deer remaining, perhaps prior to disparkment, the herd 

could be reduced in number and/or restricted in area, to allow other activities to take 

precedence.  Eventually, deer having been removed, more deliberate steps might be taken 

to prepare the land for agricultural or other uses, such as cony warrens or woodland.  

Chislet(22) park might not be untypical in that to prepare it for agricultural production it 

was continually treated with manure after the removal of the deer so that it could then be 

'occupied as a farm enclosed with ditch and hedges in the most part.'69 However, few 

records of such a transition survive. 

 

At Bedgebury(4) park the Culpeppers, and at Ashour(69) and Leigh(70) parks, 

Sir Henry and Sir Robert Sidney, in turn, granted one lease for each park, but reserved, 

among other rights, all rights over wood and timber trees, freedom of access, and the 

right to hawk, hunt, fish and fowl over the land.70  When the archbishop of Canterbury 

leased out Chislet(22) and Curlswood(26) parks, he reserved the wood and timber, and, 

in the latter park, forbade subletting or sale of the term of lease without his permission.71  

Within Brasted(15), Lenham(11) and Glassenbury(37) parks, large areas were retained 

by the owners, with the residue leased out to smaller tenant farmers.72  Maps of 

Brasted(15) in 1613, of Ightham(48) and Wrotham(100) in 1620, of Panthurst(67) in 
                                                 
68 CKS U1450/T6/10; BL Cart.Harl.77.C.44, for Hever see Chapter Three p.95 and for Bedgebury p.95-96. 
69 LPL TA/39/1. 
70 BL Cart.Harl.79.F.5, 1618; CKS U1475/T55/22A, 1612; CKS U1475/T61/4 & 6, 1594 & 1615. 
71 LPL TA/39/1; LPL TA/633/2, 10/11/1595. 
72 CKS U908/L1/1, c.1570; BL Add.Mss.42715, 1559; Wyndham, Family History of Roberts, p.207. 
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1630, and of West Wickham(99) parks in 1632 depict the boundaries of former parks 

with remnant woodland within, but otherwise divided into fields for tenant farmers (see 

Plates 5.1 and 5.2).73  When Hungershall(47) park was disparked in 1618, it was divided 

into seven holdings, which were each leased out for 21 years to local yeomen and 

husbandmen, for a total annual rent of £40 10s 0d and 22 firkins of an unspecified 

commodity.74  Within 15 years, perhaps to pay off debts, Henry Nevill, lord 

Abergavenny, granted a lease for the whole park to John Kempsall, merchant taylor of 

London, for £100 per annum, with John Kempsall keeping the rents from the seven 

holdings for the remainder of the existing leases.75   

 

Once given over to agriculture, farming practices most suited to the soil, gradient 

and climate in their locality were adopted, as illustrated by 13 disparked parks about 

which something of the internal structure is known.76   

 

Animal rearing predominated in eight of the disparked parks scattered in the 

Weald, on the Greensand or the eastern chalk downs, although all parks had some arable 

land. In Sutton(85) park in 1575 and Hungershall(47) park in 1618 there were less than 

30 acres of arable land compared with over 100 acres of pasture.77  Stonehurst(81) had 

cattle and corn, and Panthurst(67) park, with 56 parcels of land, included 117 acres of 

meadow and 205 acres of pasture, as against 67 acres of arable, and was shown with 

cattle and other livestock scattered across its fields on a map of 1630.78  Like other areas 

in the western Weald, Panthurst(67) park was ideally suited for cattle rearing.  Hay from 

its meadows and fodder crops from the arable land were used to feed cattle during the 

autumn and into the winter months, to produce beasts to sell in the London market when 

prices were at a premium.79 Cardinal Pole himself kept 60 to 80 oxen in the park, some 

                                                 
73 CKS TR1534/1; CKS U681/P31, see Plate 5.2 p.170; CKS U442/P102, see Plate 5.1 p.153; CKS 
U908/P78. 
74 ESRO ABE/52.1, 1533; firkin  = small cask for liquid, butter, fish (http://dictionary.oed.com).  
75 Stone L., Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1558-1641 (Oxford, 1965) p.779, in 1629 Lord Abergavenny had 
debts of over £15000. 
76 CKS U1475/T55/22, 1612, Allington(2); Ashhour(69); CKS U908/L1/1, c.1570, Boxley(14); 
Brasted(15); Curlswood(26), Glassenbury(37), Hungershall(47), Otford Little(63), Panthurst(67), 
Postling(73), Stonehurst(81), Stowting(82), Sutton(83).  References given for parks that do not 
subsequently appear in the text. 
77 CKS U590/T14/14 Survey, 1575; ESRO ABE/52.1, 1633, citing 1618. 
78 CKS U1450/T6/44, 1566; CKS U1450/T5/40, 1567; CKS U442 P102, see Plate 5.1 p.151. 
79 Fox J., Williams D., Mountfield P., Seal – history of a parish (Chichester, 2007) pp.36-37, citing Zell, 
Industry in the Countryside Countryside - Wealden Society in the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge, 1994) 
pp.101-102. 
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of which were driven to the London market to be sold after his death.80 The disparked 

parks on the North Downs at Postling(73) and Stowting(82) specialised in grazing 

breeding ewes, but Stowting(82) was more diversified, with cattle and pigs, a hemp field 

and an apple orchard within its bounds.81    

 

On more fertile valley sites, mixed farming was adopted. Allington(2) park, on 

the banks of the Medway, contained 90 acres of arable land producing barley, oats, 

wheat, peas and beans, and 38 acres of pasture with grazing cattle, oxen, sheep and 

horses.82  Another riverside park was Little(63) park in Otford, on the flood plain of the 

river Darent.  A survey of 1553, commissioned by Sir Henry Sidney soon after he took 

over the park, then in its early stage of disparkment, showed that it had 173 acres of 

meadow, valued at five shillings an acre, 84 acres of hay meadow, valued at three 

shillings an acre, 95 acres of pasture valued at 2s 8d an acre, and 108 acres of rough and 

'broomy' ground, valued at 1s 4d an acre, and not then fully converted into fertile 

agricultural land.83  The value of the park as a whole was estimated at £40 a year.  It did 

not take long to convert the rough land into cultivatable soil because within ten years the 

park was valued at £58 a year.84  Accordingly, leases of 1560 and 1565 expected the 

tenant of Little(63) park, Otford, to produce crops abundant enough to send to Sir Henry 

Sidney, in lieu of rent each year, 20 quarters of 'good, sweet and merchantable wheat', 20 

quarters of 'good sweet merchantable malt' and 60 quarters of oats, as well as 20 

cartloads of 'good sweet merchantable hay'.85     

 

It has proved impossible to ascertain the profitability of former parkland 

compared with surrounding farmland.  The profit raised from disparked parks was bound 

to vary according to the fertility of the soil or the success in improving its quality, and 

the mixture of uses to which the land was put.  No accounts survive for disparked parks, 

and all there is to go on is a scattering of values of crops and livestock given in tithe 

disputes and a few records of rents in leases.  Neither source can satisfactorily throw 

light on yield values or rents for parks as against other farmland, partly because of the 

                                                 
80 CKS U1450/E20/21. 
81 CCA DCB-J/X/10.16 f.209-210, 1576; CCA DCB-J/X.10.20 f.8, 1582. 
82 CCA DCB-J/X.10.16 f.172, 180, 190, 1575 & 1576 and DCB-J/X.10.17, f.33-35, 65-68, 1573. 
83 CKS U1475/E21/1 & 2, 1553. 
84 CKS U1475/E21/1; Kingsford C.L. & Shaw W.A. (eds.), Historical Manuscripts Commission Report on 
the Manuscripts of Lord De L’Isle and Dudley preserved at Penshurst Place (London, 1925) I p.300.     
85 CKS U1475/T87, 1560 and 1565; quarter = 8 bushels of dry measure (Wightman's Arithmetical Tables). 
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fragmentary evidence, and partly because information about yields and rents on adjacent 

land would be required.  The value of certain agricultural produce, although given for 

Allington(2), Postling(73), Stowting(82) and Sutton(85) parks, is often vague as to the 

quantity and quality valued, and offers little in the way of comparative material.86  At 

Allington(2) park in 1575/6 a cop of barley was valued at ten pence, a cop of peas at ten 

pence, a shock of beans at two shillings, a bushel of beans at 2s 7d, a shock of oats at 1s 

2d, and a shock of wheat at 3s 4d.87  The value of a lamb varied from 1s 8d per lamb for 

Postling(73) park in 1576, eight pence for Sutton(85) park in 1579, 2s 8d for 

Stowting(82) park in 1582, and six shillings for Panthurst(67) park in 1604.88 Other 

livestock in Stowting(82) park included calves worth 6s 8d each and pigs worth eight 

pence each, but the value of calves and pigs in Sutton(85) park was given as a total for an 

unspecified number of animals.  Both Stowting(82) and Sutton(85) parks produced 

apples and hemp.  The six to seven bushels of apples were worth sixpence a bushel and 

400 sheaths of hemp were worth a farthing a sheath in Stowting(82) park, while in 

Sutton(85) park apples were valued at eight pence a bushel and hemp sheaths at 3s 4d, 

which would equate to 160 sheaths at the valuation of Stowting's(82) hemp sheath.  As 

prices fluctuated regionally, seasonally and annually such values as exist cannot be put 

into any meaningful context, but these parks, at least, seem to have been productive 

enough for local clergymen to make an effort to claim tithes from land not previously 

subject to such payments.89  

 

Revenue from disparked parks would accrue to landowners from tenants' rents, 

from woodland and other resources kept within the control of the owner, and savings 

would come from no longer having to maintain a deer park.  However, offsetting 

potential profits would be the loss of benefits to the household from the variety of 

foodstuffs produced by a park.  With no costs to defray on the disparked Hungershall(47) 

                                                 
86 CCA DCB-J/X.10.17 ff.33-35, 65-68, 70-72 & DCB-J/X.10.16 ff.172, 180, 190; CCA DCB-J/X.10.16 
ff.209-210; CCA DCB-J/X.10.20 f.18; CCA DCB-J/X.10.18 ff.174-175, catalogued as Sutton Valence, but 
internal evidence points to this being Chart Sutton. 
87 Cop = conical heap of unbound barley, oats or pease, or of straw or hay, used chiefly in Kent; shock = a 
group of unspecified number of sheaves of grain placed upright and supporting each other in order to 
permit the drying and ripening (http://dictionary.oed.com).  A standard bushel measures 19½ inches across 
and is 8¼ inches deep (Wightman's Arithmetical Tables). 
88 CKS U269/A2/1. 
89 Bowden in Thirsk J. (ed), The Agrarian History of England and Wales, 1500-1640 (Cambridge, 1967) 
IV pp.593-633. 
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park, Henry Nevill, lord Abergavenny, gained not only the rent of £100, but also the 

savings of upkeep.90   

 

Robert Dudley, earl of Leicester, greatly benefited from Elizabeth I's grant to him 

in 1561 of Panthurst(67) park, the manor of Knole, and the mansion and park(50) of 

Knole, with other lands at a very low annual rent of £40 13s 7d.91  By 1566, he had 

assigned a 99-year sub-lease over the whole to Thomas Rolfe for an annual rent of £200, 

which shows just how generous Elizabeth I had been to her favourite courtier. 92 In the 

following year Panthurst(67) park of 389 acres raised £127 2s 10d rent, which went a 

long way to meet the rent of £200 for the whole original grant of land, showing that 

despite the disparity between the rent paid to the crown and the rent paid to the earl, 

Thomas Rolfe seems to have struck a good bargain, and the earl still made a sizeable 

profit.93    Another park owner anxious to profit from a park, which he had recently 

disparked and which was not near his seat was Robert Sidney, viscount Lisle, who being 

short of ready money to provide dowries for his daughters, was anxious to lease 

Halden(41) park to the tenant who would offer to pay the highest rent in 1612.94 

 

Profit was not necessarily the only motive behind the granting of tenancies to 

former parks.  They might also be used as a form of patronage, by granting leases or 

subleases to servants on favourable terms.   The archbishop of Canterbury seems to have 

used Curlswood(26) park in this way, but without knowing what, if any, fines were 

imposed one cannot be sure, because, as Chalkin has pointed out for the seventeenth 

century, on the ecclesiastical estates of Kent the annual rent was small and normally 

fixed, while the fine was the chief payment and subject to alteration.95   Nevertheless, 

assuming large entry fees, in granting three leases for Curlswood park, comprising 180 

acres of woodland and 60 acres of arable land, at a nominal rent of 20 shillings a year for 

21 years to Miles Sandes in 1586, to Richard Massinger in 1595 and to Sir Robert Hatton 

in 1617, the archbishop was seeming to offer a favourable deal. The first lessee was a 

                                                 
90 ESRO ABE/52.1. 
91 CKS U1450/T5/68; Panthurst(67) is listed as disparked by Lambarde(1576); Adams, Robert Dudley, 
earl of Leicester, 1532/3-1588 (http://oxforddnb.com/articles/8160).   
92 CKS U269/T1/A:8:15. 
93 CKS U1450/T5/40; CKS U269/T1/A:8:15. 
94 Hanney, Kinnamon & Brennan, Domestic Politics and Family Absence, p.176, letter 230, 16 /8/1612; 
CKS U1475/T92, 1610, date of Halden's disparkment.  See Chapter Seven pp.242-243 for profits made 
after the disparkment of Otford(62) Great park. 
95 Chalklin C.W., Seventeenth Century Kent - a social and economic history (London, 1965) pp.61-62. 
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Master of Arts and fellow of Queen's College, Cambridge, and the third was a resident of 

Lambeth, so both might have been in the archbishop's service, but Richard Massinger, as 

a servant of the archbishop's household, definitely was.96   

 

Sir Henry Sidney, who was paying rent of £20 a year to Elizabeth I for Otford 

Little(63) park, sublet the 453 acres to John Walker, described as his 'servant', not for 

monetary rent, but for designated amounts of wheat, malt, oats and hay in 1560.97  He 

also leased out the lodge and 470 acres land in Leigh(70) park in 1553 to John Harrison, 

'for true and faithful service', to hold for 20 years at a rent of £13 6s 8d a year.98  Sir 

Robert Sidney, followed the trend, but as Zell points out patronage had its limits in the 

late sixteenth century when prices and land values rose rapidly.99  In 1594 Sir Robert 

Sidney leased Leigh(70) park of 470 acres with two lodges, to his servant, Richard 

Polhill.100  The lease ran for 21 years, at one penny for the first 18 months, and £33 16s 

8d and two capons each year for the remaining years.  However, when the lease was 

renewed in 1615, Richard Polhill agreed to a more commercial rent of £100 a year, in 

addition to rent in kind of ten quarters of oats, or nine shillings pro rata if insufficient 

oats were available, and the delivery at Christmas of a well-fed boar with good brawn, or 

30 shillings as Viscount Lisle chose, one large, good, fat calf, or 20 shillings as Viscount 

Lisle chose, as well as two capons as in the previous lease.101  One indication that 

Richard Polhill was probably well able to afford the rise in rent is that in the first lease of 

1594 he was termed as yeoman, but subsequently in the lease of 1615 and at his death, he 

was regarded as a gentleman.102  Even though Richard Polhill received less patronage 

than before, Viscount Lisle continued to reward deserving servants.  He gave a 21-year 

lease, at 55 shillings a year, of a house and land in Southpark(72) to Thomas Lewes and 

his wife, Joane, 'For the favour of baking and brewing in the past and in future and 

because his wife Joane has nursed Miss Veer Sydney youngest daughter of Robert and 

                                                 
96 LPL TA/633/1-4. 
97 Kingsford & Shaw, Manuscripts of Lord De L’Isle and Dudley, I p.248; CKS U1475/T87, 1560 & 1565, 
for details look back to p.160; Stone, Crisis of the Aristocracy, p.301, sometimes the provision of foodstuff 
instead of rent was a device adopted by landowners to be supplied with food while offering some 
protection against inflation. 
98 CKS U1475/M59, 1552/3; CKS U1475/T61/2.  
99 Zell M.L., Industry in the Countryside, p.43.    
100 CKS U1475/T61/4. 
101 CKS U1475/T61/6.  
102 CKS U1475/T61/4, 1594; CKS U1475/T61/6, 1615; Richard Polhill, TNA PCC Prob/11/133 & 134, 
1618.  
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Barbara his wife.'103  

 

Thus evidence from these parks demonstrates clearly that agricultural land 

brought into production in disparked park was of benefit to landowners through rents and 

entry fines, and to both landowners and tenants through direct exploitation of resources.  

However, the lack of detailed accounts in particular makes it impossible to quantify this 

benefit, or to judge the extent of its contribution to estate management. 

  

(c) The exploitation of woodland 

The element of woodland within former parks is not always revealed in 

documents, but evidence from surveys, leases and maps points to the retention of 

woodland areas in most disparked parks, and in some cases there were extensive 

woodlands, as in Curlswood(26) park in 1587 and Glassenbury(37) park in 1632, with 

180 and 250 acres of woodland respectively.104  Trenley(20) park, disparked since Henry 

VI's reign, was still producing regular crops of wood into the 1580s.105  In other 

instances, woodlands were used for animal grazing, with consequent damage to the trees.  

Park wood in Boxley(14a) park was one example where there was widespread grazing by 

horses, colts, cattle, calves and hogs, which would have degraded the trees there.106   

 

In other parks woodlands were grubbed up, as has been noted at Chislet(22).107  

At Stonehurst(81) permission was given in 1555 for the felling and removal of all timber 

trees, woods and underwoods in the park, and on and in the banks and ditches 

encompassing the park.108  

 

 The reservation placed on wood and timber for the benefit of landowners in 

some leases indicates their potential value. For example, woodland and wayside timber 

in Panthurst(67) park was to be felled and taken away under a ten-year lease with a high 

rent of £45 16s 8d, double that of renting 106 acres of pasture and meadowland there.109 

Wood and timber prices increased almost three times in the sixteenth century, though it 
                                                 
103 CKS U1475/T27, 1605; Hanney, Kinnamon & Brennan, Domestic Politics and Family Absence, p.251, 
Vere Sidney lived from 1602-1606.  
104 LPL TA/39/1, lease of 20/6/1587; Wyndham D., Family History of Roberts, p.207, 1632 map. 
105 Hasted 9 p.158; CCA DCB-J/X.11.1 ff.21-22. 
106 TNA E134/31Eliz./Hil.16, 1588. 
107 See pp.143-144, LPL TA/39/1.  
108 CKS U1450/T6/90. 
109 CKS U1450/T5/40, 26/10/1567. 
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was not until the early seventeenth century that, for the first time, with demand 

outstripping supply, they rose more rapidly than agricultural prices.110   

 

Disparked Kentish parks also provide evidence of the intensive commercial use 

of coppice woodland.  The complexity of the iron industry around Tonbridge has been 

researched by Chalklin, and he details several forges and furnaces, including Postern 

forge, built by David Willard inside Postern(92) park itself in 1552, that drew wood from 

disparked Postern(92) and Cage(88) parks, as well as from Northfrith(89-91) and 

Southfrith(93) parks, 'to burn the same into cole or otherwise at their pleasure to be used 

for the maytenance of their iron workes.'111  As under-tenant at Tonbridge, paying £500 

rent per annum, he denuded the woodlands to the extent that by 1570/1571 'the woods of 

all the said premises were well nigh spent' and the value of the area at the surrender of 

the lease was an estimated at £33 16s 8½d per annum.112   

 

Not surprisingly, David Willard had started to look for woodlands beyond 

Tonbridge in order to keep the iron works in fuel and exploited the coppice woodlands in 

Leigh(70) and Ashour(69) parks on the Penshurst estate.  In 1578 at Leigh(70) park, 

wholesale felling worth £1000 comprising 17150 cords or loads of wood, to the value of 

14 pence a cord, was carried out.113  This wood was processed on site with permission 

given to dig pits, perhaps sawpits or charcoal pits, and to build cabins for the colliers, or 

charcoal burners, making the charcoal.  David Willard also coppiced the whole of 

Sidney's Spring at Ashour(69) in the same year.114  Coppice re-grows after cutting to give 

a continuous supply of wood, and coppiced wood from Ashour(69), Southpark(72) and 

Leigh(70) parks continued to produce crops into the seventeenth century when a cord of 

wood fetched £4 8s 3d in 1623.115  However, occasionally, dealings in former parkland 

wood did not always go smoothly on the Penshurst estate.  In the early 1570s John Rivers 

                                                 
110 Bowden in Thirsk J. (ed), The Agrarian History of England and Wales, 1500-1640, IV p.607. 
111 Chalklin C., 'Iron Manufacture in Tonbridge Parish with special reference to Barden Furnace 1552-
1771' in Arch. Cant. CXXIV (2004) p.104; TNA E178/1093, 1570/1571; BL Cart.Harl.85.H6, 1561; 
Kingsford & Shaw, Manuscripts of Lord De L’Isle and Dudley, I p.300, in 1575 the Sidney income from 
Southfrith forest was £100 and cordwood there was valued at £16 5s 5d. 
112 TNA E178/1093, 1570/1571. 
113 CKS U1475/T61/3; Cleere H. & Crossley D., The Iron Industry of the Weald, (2nd edition, Cardiff, 
1995) pp.151-152; Chalklin, 'Iron Manufacture in Tonbridge Parish,' pp.108-109. 
114 CKS U1475/T33, 6/6/1579; CKS U1475/E1. 
115 Shaw W.A. (ed.), Report on the Manuscripts of Lord De L’Isle and Dudley preserved at Penshurst 
Place (London, 1942) IV pp.32-33, letter 1/7/1605; Kingsford C.L. & Shaw W.A. (eds.), Historical 
Manuscripts Commission Report on the Manuscripts of Lord De L’Isle and Dudley preserved at Penshurst 
Place (London, 1934) II p.482, letter 7/9/1600; CKS U1475 E55/4; cord = 120 cubic feet. 
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of Chafford, grocer and alderman of the city of London, was taken to court by Sir Henry 

over the non-payment of a lease for the extraction of wood from Southpark(72), and in 

the early seventeenth century, the re-growth of coppiced woodland was so poor that the 

wood was unsaleable, even the ironmasters refusing to buy it because of 'the smalenes of 

the wood, the farr fetching of yt, and the fawle in the price of iron.'116  

 

 Coppice woodland in Bedgebury(4) park was also exploited to provide wood to 

be converted into charcoal for the iron industry there.  In 1618, Sir Alexander Culpepper 

sold coppice woods 'sometimes parcel of Bedgebury park' with other woods lying near 

Bedgebury furnace to ironmaster, John Porter.117  As at Leigh(70) park the wood was 

processed into charcoal on site.  John Porter agreed to pay £53 12s 0d to Sir Alexander 

Culpepper in November 1618, and in June, 1619, and 4s 6d for every cord he had cut 

beyond 238 cords, every cord of wood to be eight feet long and four feet high.   

 

While wood and timber prices remained buoyant into the seventeenth century, the 

exploitation of woodland resources produced either a one-off sum, after wide scale 

felling and grubbing up to convert the land into farmland, or a continuing source of 

income, if trees were harvested in a sustainable manner by coppicing or pollarding.118  

Although active parks were able to produce wood and timber, even on a commercial 

scale, disparked parks suffered none of the constraints regarding the needs of the deer 

and so their wood and timber resources could be exploited more systematically and 

intensively. 

 

(iv) The longevity of disparked parks as distinct units in the countryside 

 Once a park had been converted to farmland, woodland or other uses, it was 

effectively disparked, but there were several factors, which led to the continuation of the 

land as a distinct unit.  First, and most complex, was the tithable or tithe-free status of 

parkland, which meant that former parkland was treated differently from land lying 

outside the park.  Second, in the early stages, if the pale was retained either by its 

sturdiness or by terms of lease, the park's physical distinctiveness in the countryside 

remained.   Lastly, even when former park pales were removed, the park tended to keep 

                                                 
116 CKS U1475/E1, 1559/1560; CKS U1475/E55/1, 1570; CKS U1475/C50/15, letter of 14/11/1611. 
117 BL Cart.Harl.77.D.10. 
118 Bowden in Thirsk J. (ed), The Agrarian History of England and Wales, 1500-1640, IV p.607. 
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its entity, both in area and in name, in leases and other legal documents, especially in a 

densely settled country like Kent, because existing tenancies or landholdings beyond the 

park remained intact, with the former parkland surrounded by established holdings into 

which it had to fit.   

 

In England the normal tithe rules did not apply to deer parks because deer were 

often regarded as wild animals rather than farmed beasts, although there are instances in 

Suffolk, where once deer were enclosed in parks they become tithable.119 The legal 

position is complicated, but the exemption of some parks from the payment of tithes has 

been noted for counties such as Norfolk, Suffolk and Berkshire.120  Indeed, James Grigor, 

from one example in Norfolk, asserted that the 'real definition of a park' was that it was 

tithe-free, which Hoppitt has refuted by analysing the tithe status of early parks in 30 

Suffolk parishes, where she found that parks 'per se' were not exempt.  However, Hoppitt 

conceded that there were tithe exemptions for parks arising not necessarily from their 

park status, but from several other factors, including agreements to pay modus 

decamandi, or a fixed payment in lieu of tithes.121  After disparkment parks continued to 

be tithe-free or covered by an annual compounded payment, thereby perpetuating their 

anomalous tithable status outside the main tithe system of the parish. 122  Further research 

would be needed to ascertain, if it were possible, the extent to which disparked parks 

were wholly or partly tithe-free or covered by the modus payment.  Although the position 

was complicated and varied widely from park to park, disputes and voluntary agreements 

illustrate the continued distinctiveness of parks long after disparkment. 

 

There are 11 disparked or new parks in Kent in which the tithable status was 

challenged by the clergy during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, with 

controversy and confusion over tithes sometimes dogging those concerned centuries 

                                                 
119 Brown (ed.) Eye Priory Cartulary and Charters, Part I (Woodbridge, 1992) pers. comm. Hoppitt. 
120 Hoppitt, A study of the development of deer parks in Suffolk, pp.80-97, Appendix IV, summarises the 
development of the legal and customary framework surrounding the payment of great and small tithes; 
ibid. p.80, citing James Grigor, 'The Eastern Arboretum, Or, Register of Remarkable Trees, Seats, Gardens 
etc. in the County of Norfolk' (London, 1841) for Melton park, and Shirley, Some Account of English Deer 
Parks (1867) for Sunninghill park; ibid. p.84, Redgrave park, Suffolk, was tithe-free. 
121 Hoppitt, A study of the development of deer parks in Suffolk, p.97. 
122 Simpson P., Custom and Conflict in Disputes over Tithe in the Diocese of Canterbury 1501-1600 
(University of Kent at Canterbury, January 1997, thesis presented for degree of Doctor of Philosophy) 
pp.60-62. 
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later.123 Tithe disputes demonstrate that the concept of the park was not nostalgic, but 

arose from practical financial concerns of the tithe payers, who used custom to their 

advantage by paying lower contributions to the church, and of the clergy, who attempted 

to gain as much income as possible. The arrangements regarding tithes showed that 

former parkland continued to be regarded as distinct from adjacent land until the 

abolition of tithes in the Tithe Act of 1936.124   

 

More tangible remnants of former parks, visually striking and still traceable are 

substantial boundary banks and ditches, which survive as enduring features in the 

landscape.125  The physical removal of these redundant earthworks and the disposal of 

the spoil would probably have been an expensive and challenging task, and not worth the 

effort.  However, in many cases the banks still provided foundations for park pales, 

which often continued to be retained and repaired.  The importance of the maintenance of 

the pale to the owner of an erstwhile park, perhaps in the hope that the deer park might 

one day be restored, is demonstrated by several leases, which insisted on keeping the 

pale long after the park had apparently been disparked.   Several decades after the first 

lease of Bedgebury(4) in 1604 a lease of 1646 insisted on the pale's maintenance.126  

Leases of 1595 and 1611 for Curlswood(26) and Henden(45) parks continued to refer to 

the 'land and pasture enclosed within the pale', and to the park 'now divided inclosed and 

compassed with pales and hedges' even though they had been disparked by 1576.127  

Even when the 'decayed and ruinous' pale was removed, as at Chislet(22) and  Leigh(70) 

parks, the boundary was still demarcated by a hedge.128 The massive wooden paling 

might gradually become inappropriate and an unnecessary expense to maintain, but 

farmland and woodland still required enclosures; so it is that 'ghost' park outlines with 

continuous, curved hedgerows or field boundaries, with or without a bank, can guide the 

                                                 
123 CCA-DCB-J/X.10.16, 1576, Allington(2); CCA-DCB-J/X.10.17, 1574, Boxley(14); CCA- Cc-ChAnt/ 
C/965, 1547, Canterbury(18); CCA-DCc-ChAnt/C/965, 1547, Trenley(20); Ward G., Sevenoaks Essays 
(Sevenoaks, 1931, reprinted 1980) pp.214-215, Phillips, The History of the Sackville Family, II p395, 
Knole(50) & Panthurst(67); CCA-DCB-J/X.16, 1576, Postling(73); CCA-DCB-J/X.10.20, 1582, 
Stowting(82); CCA-DCB-J/X.10.18, 1585, Chart Sutton(85); Phillips, The History of the Sackville Family, 
II p.395, 1544, Otford Great(62) & New(64); Knatchbull-Hugessen H., Kentish Family (London, 1960) 
pp.21-23, Mersham Hatch(61). 
124 Richardson J., The Local Historian's Encyclopedia (New Barnet, 2nd edition, 1986) pp.52-53. 
125 See Chapter Two pp.41-43 and Chapter Three (i) p.66-68. 
126 BL Cart.Harl.77.C.44; BL Cart.Harl.85.H.13; see Chapter Three pp.69. 
127 LPL TA633/2; Surrey History Centre K87/17/30.  
128 LPL TA39/1; CKS U1475/T61/4.  
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landscape historian to former park boundaries, with the later field system contained 

within them.129   

 

The persistence of park names in all the documents mentioned in this chapter is 

marked.  The parks of Cudham(25), probably disparked by the sixteenth century, and 

Bexley(5) park, thought to have been disparked by 1469, were still being called parks in 

Elizabeth I's reign.130  Brasted(15), Ightham(48) and Wrotham(100) parks, disparked in 

Henry VIII's reign, retained their park identity in documents into the seventeenth century, 

the last two with their boundaries delineated on a map of  1620, some of which can be 

followed on the ground today (see Plate 5.2).131  Similarly, Otford Little(63) park and 

Panthurst(67) park, disparked by the time of the first edition of Lambarde's 'A 

Perambulation of Kent', continued to be known as parks in Charles I's reign.132  Even 

today, 'Park' farm and 'Park' wood names are commonly found on Ordnance Survey 

Explorer maps, along with specific names of long disparked parks such as Fryarne(36) 

Park, Glassenbury(37) Park, Hungershall(47) Park, Langley(51) Park in Beckenham, 

Leigh(70) Park, Lympne(57) Park, Postern(92) Park, Southpark(72) at Penshurst, 

South(12) Park at Boughton Malherbe and Trenley(20) Park, Canterbury.133  

 

The longevity of parks in legal documents, boundaries and names has been 

demonstrated for Kent, as it could also be for other counties.  That park 'entity' could 

continue in the ways discussed is testimony to the part it had played in shaping the 

countryside over previous centuries.  In this sense disparkment, final as it may appear, 

can be seen from another perspective to mark a further phase in a park's history.134  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
129 Crawford O.G.S., Archaeology in the Field (London, 1953) pp.189-196, Taylor C., Fieldwork in 
Medieval Archaeology (London, 1974) pp.25-26, Hoskins W.G., The Making of the English Landscape 
(London, 1977 edition) p.94. 
130 CKS U1450/T6/23, 1600; CKS U1590/T25/3, 1699; Du Boulay F.R.H., Medieval Bexley (Bexley, 
1993, 2nd edition) pp.32-33.   
131 TNA IPM C142/468/85, 1630; CKS U681/P31, see Plate 5.2 p.170. 
132 CKS U1000/1/T1, 1645; CKS U1000/2/T1, 1654. 
133 OS Explorer maps, TR165469; TQ747365; TQ572386; TQ384670; TQ535476; TR123345; TQ615463; 
TQ520426; TQ869467; TR195593.  
134 Liddiard (unpublished paper, 2007). 
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Plate 5.2 

The longevity of disparked parks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

(a) Ightham(48) park divided into 
fields on 1620 map (CKS U681 
P31) 
 
By kind permission of the Centre 
for Kentish Studies, Kent 
Archives and Local Studies 
Service, Kent County Council 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Boundary of park with 
internal division of fields largely 
retained as shown on OS Explorer 
147 map, 1997. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Ightham park, view from  west 
side of east boundary of park, and 
showing 2 parallel field 
boundaries on 1620 map beyond. 
The rest of east boundary runs 
westward on field side of 
woodland area on the left, with 
ditch and shared parish/park 
boundary      19 April 2007 
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Conclusion 

 In drawing attention to disparkment in Kent, Lambarde recognised an important 

development in park history and the study of the subject has thrown up many problems – 

the definition of disparkment, the pattern and process by which it was carried out, the 

management of former parkland, and explanations for the continued residual existence of 

a failed park.  The challenge has been to convert disparate evidence into as coherent an 

account of disparkment as possible.  Disparkment in Kent was more widespread before 

1558, but the Elizabethan period brought relative stability, with the number of 

disparkments being balanced by the number of new park creations.  This balance was 

maintained, but with mounting difficulty during the reign of James I.  Several families 

overstretched themselves financially during both reigns, and it became increasingly 

difficult for them to meet their debts.  Disparkment was postponed for a generation or 

two, but in the tense period before the Civil War in Charles I's reign and with 

sequestration during the war, the rate of disparkment increased, with few parks surviving 

unscathed into the eighteenth century.    

 


